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I n the years between the fait of the Berlin WatI and the events of 9/11,
U.S. foreign policy was distinguished by a forceful democratic vision. The
Clinton administration made it very clear that democracy was to be the
fulcrum of its geopolitical compass. In the current struggle against terrorism, the administration of President George W. Bush has similarly placed
democracy at the center of its foreign policy agenda. While U.S. foreign
policy under Bush differs markedly from that under the Clinton administration, there is an unmistakable overlap in the importance of democracy
as a means and end for global peace.
The faith placed in democracy by U.S. foreign policymakers may have
served as more than a moral guidepost during the perplexing post-Cold
War years, but its persistence in an age marked by transnational terrorism
would appear to be a reflexive gesture rather than a well-conceived strategic plan. The Bush administration's foreign policy espouses democracy in
grandiose terms, but in practice, it also pursues military strength as a key
instrument in its policy arsenal. In the Philippines, for example, the American response to terrorism has had a heavy military component, which is
somewhat at odds with the rhetorical emphasis placed on the Philippines'
achievements as a fellow democratic country. Military power and democratic rhetoric are thus the two pillars of the grand strategy of the most
powerful democratic country in the world. Yet both emphases overlook a
central factor in contemporary geopolitics: the problem of weak states.
Since the end of the bipolar world, weak states have slowly become the
most pressing dilemma in international politics. Terrorism reinforced this
urgency in a most decisive way. Afghanistan's war-torn lands served as
training grounds for Al-Qaeda, clearly indicating how a failed state can
provide cover for terrorist operations. In Southeast Asia, the three most
devastating attacks have come in Indonesia, a state that has recently seen
its governing capacities falter. The Bali bombing in October 2002, the
Jakarta bombing of the J.W. Marriott Hotel in August 2003, and the September 2004 attack on the Australian Embassy in Jakarta highlighted the
vulnerability to terrorism of this wide-flung archipelago. In the southern
Philippines, the inability of the government to establish its authority over
its far-most islands has given room for Abu Sayyaf to prey upon local
citizens and tourists.
The U.S. grand strategy combining democratic rhetoric with military
capacity is too narrowly conceived, particularly in a region like Southeast
Asia, where democratic regimes, institutional capacity, and military coherence may not necessarily go hand in hand. There are three main drawbacks to such a strategy. First, it fails to correctly identify and engage the
key issue of international security today - that of weak institutions and
state structures. While terrorism and rogue states are undeniable threats
to global peace and security, it is important to identify the roots of such
phenomena. Most often, these roots can be traced to weak states and
decaying institutions.
Second, the concurrent pursuit of military capacity and democratic
advancement in the developing world may be important in the struggle
against terrorism, but such a policy goal faces practical difficulties on the
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zens." Of the 70 or so low-income countries, most have at
ground. In manyfragiledemocratic countries military strength
least one of the following three problems: they fail to exert
is necessary to ensure law and order, yet the military is often
authority over their territory; they are unable to meet the
just as much an active contributor to instability. Focusing on
basic needs of their citizens; and they fail to provide legitithe military as a force for order and as a platform for counterterrorism v/hhoutfirst forcing significant intemal reform risks
macy through effective, transparent govemance. Brittle states
undermining human rights and democracy, and in the procan then serve as the breeding ground for terrorist groups,
cess, fomenting greater instability.
making it imperative for the United States to address these
institutional weaknesses.^
Third, the advocacy of democracy as an end in itself and
Given the distinct nature and urgency of international
as a means to ensure stability and the defeat of terrorism
security today, it is critical for policy-makers to shift their
comes up against certain harsh realities in the developing
analytical lenses appropriately.^ Building a democratic naworld. It is sometimes the case that illiberal regimes are more
tion and strengthening military capacity are important goals,
effective than democratic ones in combating terrorism. Precisely because of several draconian institutions, such as the
but where priorities have to be set, growing evidence and
Intemal Security Act, illiberal regimes
scholarly analysis point sharply to state structures, and social and political institutions more genersuch as Malaysia and Singapore are
"^^""^^^
ally, as crucial to the problems of the conbetter equipped
to ensnare
temporary
international system.
transnational terrorists than their demoInstead of advocating military
cratic and institutionally weaker neighcapacity and democratic
bors, Indonesia and the Philippines.
DEMOCRACY AS THE FOUNDATION OF
progress. United States foreign
Instead of advocating military caU.S. GRAND STRATEGY
policy would be better served by
pacity and democratic progress. United
focusing on the weakness of
States foreign policy would be better
The White House's National Secuinstitutions in the developing
served by focusing on the weakness
rity Strategy (NSS, 2002) provides the
world.
of institutions in the developing world.
guidepost for current U.S. foreign policy."
I define institutions here as organizaThe NSS is most notable for championtions and rational procedures in state and society. This
ing democracy as the central concern of foreign policy. The
should be the foundation for the long-term security interests
document stresses the importance of building a coalition of
of the United States. By committing resources to systemic
allies and friends united by common values, and in particular
institution-building - bureaucratic infrastructure (e.g., adby an emphasis on political and economic freedom. The revanced computerized databases), adminisfrative education,
port further asserts that U.S. bilateral alliances with key couneffective revenue generation, legal training, local govemance,
tries - Britain, Australia, Japan, South Korea, Thailand and
grassroots development - the goal of eradicating terrorism in
the Philippines - are based upon the sharing of a common
the developing world is more likely to be achieved. An emrespect and adherence to democratic values. Even China is
phasis on institution-building equips the state with more efacknowledged to be moving in the right direction because of
fective means to monitor and prevent terrorist activities in
its embracing of economic freedom.
the short-term, and, in the long-term, reduces the potential
The Bush administration has gone to great lengths to
attraction of terrorist forces for local groups.
reinforce the goals of the NSS. In his State of the Union
Address in January 2003, President Bush stressed the moral
Institution-building is a long-term process that requires
significance of democracy: "The liberty we prize is not
a multi-faceted approach, complex strategic thinking, and a
America's gift to the world, it is God's gift to humanity.'" In
grounded understanding of the historical bases of particular
a widely-quoted speech to the National Endowment for Decounfries' contemporary dilemmas. It is not an obvious canmocracy, Bush laid out most forcefully what the New York
didate for guiding foreign policy, partly because of its broad,
Times has termed his "global democracy policy":
sweeping nature. Furthermore, unlike the push for democracy, institution-building lacks a compelling normative drive
as well as an ideology - such as liberalism - to sustain it.
"The establishment of a free Iraq at the heart of the
Middle East will be a watershed event in the global demo
Nevertheless, there is a growing tide of researchers and
cratic revolution. Sixty years of Western nations excus
policy analysts who are pinpointing institutions or state strucing and accommodating the lack offreedomin the Middle
tures as fundamental priorities for United States foreign
East did nothing to make us safe - because in the long
policy.' Notable in this literature is the recent report by the
run, stability cannot be purchased at the expense of
Commission on Weak States and National Security, entitled
liberty. As long as the Middle East remains a place where
On the Brink: Weak States and US National Security. Sponfreedom does not fiourish, it will remain a place of stag
sored by the Center for Global Development in Washington,
nation, resentment, and violence ready for export. And
D.C., the report advances broad strategic goals as well as
with the spread of weapons that can bring catastrophic
specific policy recommendations for guiding U.S. foreign
harm to our country and to our friends, it would be reck
policy.
less to accept the status quo. Therefore, the United States
On the Brink makes a simple but powerful argument.
has adopted a new policy, a forward strategy of freedom
Weak states are characterized by developmental failure in the
in the Middle East. This strategy requires the same per
broadest sense, but especially in terms of the lack of "stable,
sistence and energy and idealism we have shown be
accountable institutions that can meet the needs of their citiHarvard Asia Quarterly
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fore. And it will yield the same results. As in Europe, as
in Asia, as in every region of the world, the advance of
freedom leads to peace."*
While the concern with democracy in the NSS is overwhelming, the report also makes reference to the danger of
weak states: "America is now threatened less by conquering
states than we are by failing ones.'" The report, however,
fails to elaborate on the danger of weak states, subsuming
this distinct problem under the need for economic and political freedom. It notes, for example, that the benighted region
of sub-Saharan Africa, where many weak states persist, will
progress only when it embraces ideals of freedom.' Throughout the report there are efforts to elaborate the need for alliance-building, military sfrengthening, regional cooperation,
deterrence of weapons of mass destruction, expansion of
free markets, and economic development. But there is no
effort to address directly the need for strengthening state
structures and institutions.
While other policy goals, notably strengthening military
capacities, are crucial, it is evident that the Bush administration has made democracy and freedom the masthead of its
grand strategy.' Arguing for the preeminence of freedom over
other political ideals, Thomas Donnelly, a resident fellow at
the American Enterprise Institute, buttresses the
administration's view, commenting that "If we must have instability, let us have instability of greater liberty... The challenge now is to weave a fabric of international order, one that
emphasizes the political rights of individuals, not merely the
rights of states.'"" Richard Haass, director of the Policy Planning Staff of the State Department, uses the "democratic
peace" thesis - the idea that democracies do not wage war
against each other - as evidence that democracy building is
good for the Muslim world."
Haass and others, however, fail to realize that the argument of the democratic peace is based on inter-state conflict,
rather than on intra-state conflict. This distinction is important because intra-state conflict is the source of most civil
strife today. The claim of the democratic peace thesis is that
democratic states will be less likely to wage war against each
other because they share common ideals and because of the
restraining nature of their institutions.'^ While this claim is
highly debated in international relations theory, it becomes a
moot point when addressing conflicts that occur primarily
within sovereign borders. For the democratic peace thesis to
work there has to be some perception by one democratic
government that its democratic counterpart will operate under similar procedures and institutions. In infra-state confiicts these perceptions cannot hold, since the warring parties are not governments, but either a government versus a
rebel party, or warring ethnic factions. This does not mean
that democracy is irrelevant in tempering infra-state conflict,
but advocating the democratic peace thesis as the policy
solution to today's global confiicts is analytically erroneous.
MILITARY BUILDUP IN SOUTHEAST A S U

While democracy may have served as the rhetorical
masthead ofAmerican foreign policy, in practice military force
has been just as instrumental to U.S. security interests. This
has been evident in the nature of the meetings between the

White House and leaders of four major Southeast Asian
nations that took place from late 2001 to 2002. President
Megawati Sukarnoputri of Indonesia was the first to visit the
White House in September 2001, followed by President Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo of the Philippines in November 2001 (she
was also granted a rare "state visit" in May 2003), Prime
Minister Thaksin Shinawafra of Thailand in December 2001,
and most notably, the former Malaysian pariah, Mahathir
Mohamad in May 2002. Singaporean Prime Minister Goh Chok
Tong also visited the White House in May 2003. In confrast
to the Clinton adminisfration. President Bush has exerted
considerable effort to reach out to the leaders of key Southeast
Asian counfries.
These summits have led to important agreements in the
war against terrorism. The Philippines has benefited most
from these closer links. In January 2002, 600 U.S. froops
(later boosted to 1,200 through civil action programs) were
sent to the southern island of Basilan to act as military advisers for the Philippine military's Southern Command. This was
known as the Balikatan ("shoulder-to-shoulder") exercise and
was only moderately successful, since the terrorist group
Abu Sayyaf has not been fully eliminated. The exercise, however, was able to upgrade the combat capability of the tactical maneuver force and the Southern Command's Integrated
Territorial Defense System. The Balikatan exercise officially
ended on July 31, 2002, when most of the U.S. froops left
Basilan.'' Currently, the U.S. continues to work towards improving "critical tactical mobility platforms" in the Philippines, in the event of major military operations in the region.
The benefits of closer links with the United States have
been significant. They have focused mainly on military assistance, but have also included economic aid. The Philippines has received substantial amounts of excess U.S. military equipment and has become the world's third largest recipient of U.S. International Military Education and Training
(IMET) fiinding.''' In 2002, the Philippine government saw its
military aid increase ten-fold to $19 million under the U.S.
foreign military financing program." After Arroyo's state
visit in May 2003, the U.S. adminisfration pledged $85 million
in military and economic aid for equipment andfrainingof the
Philippine armed forces, for new bilateral development assistance for Mindanao, and for specific military needs in the war
on terror."*
In October 2003, prior to President Bush's visit to Manila, the Philippines was designated a "major non-NATO ally".
This designation, conferred on a select group of counfries,
such as Japan, Ausfralia, Israel, and South Korea, provides a
broad set of military benefits, including priority delivery of
defense equipment, stockpiling of U.S. military hardware, and
participation in defense research and development programs.
During Bush's state visit to Bangkok at the end of October
2003, Thailand was also awarded the status of major nonNATO ally.
Indonesia has reaped some benefits in the war on terrorism, although its potential gains have been hindered by challenges from human rights advocates. Following Megawati's
meeting with Bush, the two counfries agreed to a slight increase in military-to-military relations and to the first U.S.Indonesian Strategic Defense Dialogue. The White House
also decided to restart non-lethal military sales to Indonesia
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and called for a resumption of full IMET funds for the IndoISA provides. Notably, the Philippines, Thailand, and Indonesian military. However, the U.S. Congress rejected IMET
nesia do not have such a law. However, at an ASEAN Minisfunding for Indonesia due to its human rights violations, and
terial Meeting on Terrorism in April 2002, officials agreed
in particular, its failure to investigate the attack on a school in
that Malaysia's ISA was an effective instrument in combatWest Papua which left two American teachers dead. In July
ing terrorism and that other ASEAN members would benefit
2003, the House voted to sfrip a $600,000 appropriation for
from similar laws. The recent establishment of the Southeast
IMET and in October 2003, the Senate passed two amendAsia Regional Center for Counterterrorism in Kuala Lumpur
ments that set sfrict conditions on IMET funding.
further indicates the degree of confidence the U.S. government
places in the effectiveness of the Malaysian coercive
Although Malaysia did not receive (or particularly need)
apparatus.
This is a serious confradiction in terms of the
military aid, it gained even more valuable political dividends,
policy
goals
articulated by the U.S. government - the propaas the regime was suddenly legitimized in a post-9/11 world.
gation
of
freedom
and democracy — and its actual sfrategic
Not only was Mahathir's reputation restored in the Western
interests,
i.e.
tightening
the noose over terrorist networks. It
hemisphere when he was invited to the White House, but
is
the
illiberalism embedded in the powers
furthermore, the war on terrorism pre^
^
^
^
^
^
_
^
_
of
the
ISA that is, somewhat disturbingly,
sented the reigning regime with the nee.^^^^^^_
more
congruent
with U.S. geopolitical inessary political cover to paint its main poterests.
litical rival, PAS (Parti Islam-se Malaysia) It is the illiberalism embedded in
as a bastion of violent and radical Islam
the powers of the ISA that is,
The other key countries in the region
by linking it to the terrorist organization,
somewhat disturbingly, more
- the Philippines, Thailand, and IndoneKMM (Kumpulan Militan Malaysia or congruent with U.S. geopolitical sia - are more democratic to the extent
Kumpulan Mujahidin Malaysia). Since 9/
interests.
that elections are more open and competi11, Malaysia has arrested more than 40
tive and there is relatively more freedom
members of KMM.
of opinion and upholding of civil rights.
The United States has been leaning heavily on its alliances
While these recent events would appear to reinvigorate
with the Philippines and Thailand, and also on its close bilatSoutheast Asia in the eyes of U.S. foreign policy, they remain
eral relations with Singapore, to highlight the unity and imaltogether rather superficial, for they do not address the cenportance of common democratic values. But it is precisely in
fral dilemmas of political instability and Islamic violence in
two of the more democratic countries, Indonesia and the
the region. What they have done, at least initially, is to proPhilippines, that the U.S. faces greater challenges in defeatvide some military support for the democratic political leading terrorism and meeting its strategic goals.
ers of counfries with significant Muslim populations, as well
as intelligence support for a semi-authoritarian state like
Of the key sfrategic ASEAN countries, Indonesia and the
Malaysia. Although Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul
Philippines can generally be seen to have the weakest state
Wolfowitz asserts that U.S. counter-terrorism initiatives are
structures. In both counfries, corruption runs rampant in the
focused largely on law enforcement and cooperation in rebureaucracy and military; central and local state institutions
gional intelligence, it is hard to deny that military sfrengthenlack transparency and accountability; and judicial systems
ing in the Philippines and Indonesia remains the cenfral conare notoriously inconsistent." The depth of corruption in
cern for the Department of Defense."
Indonesia has led a United Nations special rapporteur on the
independence of judges and lawyers to remark in July 2002
that Indonesia's legal system was the most corrupt he had
REGIME-TYPE IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: TENSIONS AND C O N ever seen, with the possible exception of Mexico." In the
TRADICTIONS
2001 Transparency International rankings of perception of
corruption, the Philippines ranked 65* out of 91 counfries,
While reinforcing military capacity appears to be a rather
while Indonesia was 88*.^°
superficial, short-term strategy, how does the ideal of demoIn Indonesia the military remains a major thorn in the side
cratic advancement - the ideological pillar ofAmerican grand
of
the
state, complicating the U.S. Department of Defense's
sfrategy - actually look on the ground? Not too good, if one
desire
to combat terrorism by supporting domestic, military
looks at Malaysia and Singapore - the two counfries that
firepower.
Focused largely on intemal security, the military's
have been most effective in combating terrorism while rehistory
has
been heavily marred by human rights violations
maining staunchly illiberal. While both counfries are nomiand
impunity.
Following the military's massacre of civilians
nally democratic to the extent that they have regular elecin
the
capital
of
East Timor in 1991, Congress banned IMET
tions, both regimes are more appropriately labeled semi-demofunding
and
subsequently
severed all ties in the aftermath of
cratic or semi-authoritarian. At the heart of the illiberal nature
the
1999
bloodletting
during
the United Nations-organized
of both countries is the Intemal Security Act (ISA), a legacy
plebiscite.
Even
Indonesian
military
officials openly acknowlof British rule that provides for indefinite detention without
edge
the
deep-seated
problems
within
their institution. In
charge or trial. Indeed, the order and stability that reigns in
2001,
Air
Force
Chief
of
Staff
Hanafie
Asnan
remarked that
both countries is attributable in significant part to the emthe
military's
intelligence
system
was
weak
"because
curployment of the ISA.
rently
bombings
occur
without
prior
waming
or
detection.
The success of Malaysia in December 2001 and of
But I wonder whether the bombings occurred because of our
Singapore in December 2001 and May 2002 in arresting mempoor
intelligence capability, or whether our intelligence perbers of terrorist organizations (the KMM and Jemaah Islamiah,
sonnel
are involved?"^'
or JI) has been facilitated by the coercive leverage that the
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est in the regions farthest away from the capital of Jakarta
Advocates of reform in Indonesia point to the police as
and the dominant island of Java. In much of eastern Indonean alternative to the military for ensuring internal security
sia about 20% of the region is mired in poverty while in
and respect of human rights, yet the police force is plagued
Kalimantan the rate is about 17%. Although Java has the
by similar problems of corruption. Until April 1999, the Indohighest
incidence in terms of absolute poverty, only 12% of
nesia National Police was a constituent part of the military. It
its
regional
population is considered poor." Furthermore,
was therefore embedded within the same organizational culinfrastructure
development has been most intensive in Java
ture. Due to widespread corruption and poor training, the
and
Sumatra
with
evident disparities in road building and
police has a decisively negative public image in Indonesia.
irrigation
on
the
eastern
side. It is hard to deny that these
New recruits often end up in the National Police after failing
patterns
of
unequal
development
make it more likely for the
to gain employment elsewhere."
peripheral regions - the Moluccas in Indonesia or Mindanao
The International Crisis Group notes in a recent report
in the Philippines - to turn into cauldrons of discontent and
that reform of the National Police can only occur through
instability, or to give rise to campaigns for secession.
forceful directives of the executive branch aimed at eradicatLeadership at the executive level in the Philippines and
ing corruption at all levels of the state. Reforming the police
Indonesia
has been shallow and mediocre. President Arroyo
without simultaneous efforts in the justice system and within
is
roundly
criticized by the national media for being weak and
the military is unlikely to improve the quality of internal secuindecisive, while President Megawati
rity. Furthermore, increasing tax rev^
^
^
^
_
_
_
_
_
has
failed to govern with any firm dienue to improve the salaries of the
^^^^^—i—
rection.
While Megawati chose to rule
National Police remains a crucial task
a
vast
country
with minimal public proThe real difference between
for the state.23 The Indonesian maganouncements,
Arroyo has taken a difMalaysia and Singapore, on the
zine r£MPO reports that although 50
ferent
approach.
Unable to make headone hand, and the Philippines
percent of police officers are satisfied
way
on
her
promise
to revitalize the
with their salary, 83 percent need to
and Indonesia, on the other, is
economy
and
eradicate
poverty durincrease their income in some form.
institutional capacity.
ing
her
first
years
in
office,
Arroyo
Often this occurs through gifts of
sought
to
repackage
herself
as
a
popuhouses, land, cars, overseas holidays, and share ownership."
list crusader against corruption. During her first term, the
In Indonesia and the Philippines, violence and instability
Arroyo administration gained notoriety for arresting alleged
have been compounded by the active collusion of military
corrupt government officials and then displaying them on a
forces. One glaring example of corruption in the Philippine
stage with the president triumphant in front of television
military occurred in June 2001 when the Abu Sayyaf faction
cameras. Such a populist strategy has failed to reduce corin Basilan was decisively encircled, yet was able to wiggle its
ruption or improve stability. In fact, in a sad commentary on
way out and once again embarrass the government." This
the inept anti-corruption campaign, the government erronesurprising escape pointed very strongly to collusive links
ously embarrassed a civil servant who had been working
between the armed forces and the terrorists. In Indonesia,
methodically to build cases against corruption officials in
similar problems of military ties to violent militia plague law
front of television cameras. When called to the stage, the
and order. Especially in the Moluccas, on the eastern edge of
civil servant thought she was being rewarded for her dilithe archipelago, religious violence has been enflamed by the
gence, but was stunned to suddenly find herself accused of
active participation of military and police forces. Muslimmisconduct.
dominated army forces, often linked to the terrorist organization Laskar Jihad, have exchanged fire on numerous occasions with the Christian-dominated police.
INSTITUTION-BUILDING: T H E K E Y TO DEVELOPMENT
United States military support in the southern Philippines
is also problematic to the extent that it can lead to unintended
consequences. In February 2003, a multi-battalion operation
attacked the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF), a militant
group fighting for Muslim autonomy, at its major base in
North Cotabato province. This offensive led to the displacement of an estimated 40,000 civilians. While U.S. military training and aid is supposed to be directed largely against Abu
Sayyaf, it can also be employed for military purposes that go
beyond terrorism in the southern areas.^* This could potentially lead to greater instability.
Sharp regional inequalities cut across both nation-states,
where the peripheral areas lag significantly behind the central ones in terms of infrastructure and income. It is precisely
in the peripheral islands where violence and instability are
most acute. In the Philippines, the Muslim areas of Mindanao
remain the poorest and most neglected in the country despite efforts under the Ramos administration to augment development fluids. In Indonesia, the poverty incidence is high-

AND SECURITY

The contrast between the weak democratic states - the
Philippines and Indonesia - and the strong semi-democratic
(or semi-authoritarian) states of Southeast Asia - Malaysia
and Singapore - does not imply that democracies are inherently fiaccid and unstable and that authoritarian ones are
necessarily more effective. Hence, there is no claim here that
strong, autocratic states are to be normatively preferred over
weak, democratic states. The real difference between Malaysia and Singapore, on the one hand, and the Philippines and
Indonesia, on the other, is institutional capacity. What this
contrast indicates is that building a foreign policy premised
on the advancement of democracy and freedom or on military
strength is not the most useful or the most sophisticated
analytical framework for advancing U.S. strategic interests.
Since the National Security Strategy clearly acknowledges
the significance of weak or failing states for geopolitical
security, it makes sense to pursue this problem to its logical
Harvard Asia Quarterly
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endpoint - that is, the strengthening of institutions writ
Khmer Rouge officials are a result of the United Nations' lack
large. Forging a grand strategy premised on institution-buildof faith in that country's legal system.
ing would create an umbrella broad enough for strategic
There are other areas, such as administrative and legislaplanning which could also be tailored to the specific contive reform, where U.S. foreign policy could be redirected so
cerns of different regions. The emphasis on institution-buildas to strengthen institutional capacity in developing couning in Southeast Asia can easily be linked with other foreign
tries. Education and the rule of law, however, are worth highpolicy concerns such as post-war reconstruction in counlighting because they represent key areas that are currently
tries torn by ethnic strife and civil war.
being targeted. They hold real possibilities for reform, and
are essential for strengthening the fabric of democracy. DeA recent report of the National Commission on U.S.-Inmocracy is ultimately an important end goal to reach for in
donesian Relations, chaired by George P. Schultz, Lee
Southeast Asia, but this should be done through concrete,
Hamilton, and George Russell advances important policy recsubstantive means, rather than rhetorical ones.
ommendations that, among other concerns, emphasize institutional capacity. The report urges the United States governFunding institutional reform in key Southeast Asian
ment to build a "partnership for human resource developcountries could come from the Millennium Challenge Acment" with Indonesia that is premised
count (MCA) - President Bush's "new
upon a systemic reform program fo^ ^ ^ — . ^ ^
——^—^^1—
compact for global development."^'
cused upon four areas: education, deThe MCA mandates that developing
Rather than worrying about
mocratization, economic growth, and
countries be eligible to receive aid only
democracy as a normative
security.^*
when they show evidence of being
concern or placing excessive
politically and economically responThe commission recommends that
faith in military power, it is
sible. The Philippines and Indonesia
the bulk of aid and the emphasis of the
important to consider the value
would qualify for the MCA in terms of
partnership with Indonesia be concenof institutions in state and
their per capita income." However, in
trated on education. Education is crusociety.
terms of the performance indicators
cial for Indonesia to be able to make
against which developing countries are
advances in economic growth, improve
measured, both countries may fall short, particularly in terms
the government's administrative functions and, more generof government effectiveness, rule of law, and control of corally, establish a more knowledgeable electorate. In particular,
ruption. This in effect creates a 'Catch-22' situation whereby
improving training in English is deemed essential to compete
those countries that need institutional and financial support
in a globalized world. The benefits resulting from education
for reform are excluded precisely because they are weak in
may also cascade to strengthen national stability and dethose areas where they need aid.
mocracy by potentially reducing the appeal of demagogic
leaders.
A better way of determining which countries should reThe commission is not alone in identifying education as
critical for Indonesia's development. Several other programs
and proposals for strengthening education are now in the
works. For example, USAID Jakarta is currently running a
small pilot program to work with a few local governments on
planning and budgeting for education.^' Professor Karl Jackson of the School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS)
of The Johns Hopkins University has also made recent recommendations for increasing aid for education in Indonesia."
Another area that should be targeted to improve institutional capacity is the rule of law. In areas ranging from customs and border patrols to legal courts, corruption runs rampant. In order to effectively tighten security at key nodes
within the state, and to effectively prosecute terrorists, it is
essential that the rule of law function appropriately. Here, the
United States would do well to invest in training legal officials in various Southeast Asian countries. The National Commission on U.S.-Indonesian Relations recommends that assistance be granted to civil society organizations, watch
groups, university faculties, the Bar Association and the
Supreme Court, as well as the Attorney General's Office and
the Ministry of Justice. Furthermore, if democratic governments are to defeat terrorist groups, they must be able to use
the available legal mechanisms to prosecute them. And if
Indonesians are to have faith in their government's actions,
corruption must be drastically reduced. In Cambodia, for example, delays in establishing an international tribunal to try
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ceive aid would be to look qualitatively at whether a particular country has the necessary political will to go through with
key institutional reforms. Measuring a country's performance
quantitatively may simply capture a national pattern, without
taking new leaders with reformist goals into account. A more
effective measure then might combine both quantitative indicators and a qualitative assessment of the current
government's executive and key political actors' interest in
reform. Quite significantly, incoming Indonesian President
Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono has emphasized the problem of
corruption as the top priorify of his new administration."
This is a notable shift from the taciturn Megawati, and perhaps a good indication that the Indonesian state now has
real political will to push through institutional reforms. It is
clearly in the interests of the United States to encourage and
support President Yudhoyono's apparent efforts to attack
graft and corruption in Indonesia.
While funding is crucial for institutional reforms to be
effected, in the end, policymakers' awareness of the real dilemmas of developing societies is even more critical. Ultimately, if the United States is to construct an effective grand
strategy, it must come to terms with a geopolitical world in
which state structures weigh heavily on international securify. The roots of terrorism - and political instability more
generally - are complex, yet there is abundant evidence that
weak and failing states can often serve as incubators for
restive forces. Rather than worrying about democracy as a
normative concern or placing excessive faith in military power,

it is important to consider the value of institutions in state
and sociefy. In the long-run, institutional capacify will provide the foundations for more stable national polities - and
therefore, for a more secure international system.
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